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ABC
COMPANY
Digital Marketing Manager
San Diego, CA

ABC Company, a digital marketing company based in San Diego, is seeking a Digital Marketing
Manager to join our dynamic and innovative team. The Digital Marketing Manager will serve as
our team's marketing expert, while developing and executing on strategy that will generate
qualified leads, drive brand awareness, and support achievement of sales revenue goals.
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If you have a have a passion for all things social, love collaborating across teams, have a
knack for inspiring and engaging marketing teams, then this may be the job for you.
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In addition to SoCal's fabulous weather, we can offer:
Competitive salaries
Exciting opportunities with room for growth
401(k) with 3% matching
Unlimited vacation, personal, and sick days (including your birthday!)
A comprehensive heath care package
Wellness and self care reimbursement
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Key Responsibilities:
Create scalable marketing plans for digital and social media
Execute high-impact pipeline generation campaigns across multiple channels including
inbound content and email marketing, SEM, retargeting and paid social
Manage marketing team and activities aligning with strategic goals
Design, write, execute and analyze performance of campaigns targeting sales leads, new
customers and existing customers on a weekly basis
Data-driven mindset with the proven ability to drive brand awareness
Qualifications:
4+ years experience managing, mentoring, and inspiring a team of 5 or more
Bachelor degree in Marketing, Communications, or equivalent
Proven success driving brand awareness and generating revenue
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At ABC Company, you can expect a fun, energetic, fast-paced environment where you are
encouraged to bring your ideas and expertise, focus on our customers, try new things, and
learn from experimentation.
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Apply NOW if you’re a go-getter ready to positively impact a sales
and marketing oriented company.

turningpointexecsearch.com

